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1. Introduction

Takahashi (2008a) reports that the null subject in (1) of Chinese does not allow for a sloppy reading, though it allows for a strict reading.

(1) a. Zhangsan shuo ziji de haizi mei na qian.
    Zhangsan say self Gen child take not money
    'Zhangsan said that his child did not take money.'

b. Lisi ye shuo [e mei na qian].
   Lisi too say take not money
   '(Lit.) Lisi also said that [e] did not take money.' (OK strict, X sloppy)

Cheng (2013) also notes that the null subject in the following example similar to that in (1) only allows for a strict reading, but not for a sloppy reading:

(2) a. Zhangsan renwei [CP [NP ziji-de xiaohai]1 yihou yinggai
    Zhangsan think self-gen child later should
    dang yisheng
    be doctor
    'Zhangsan thinks that his child should be a doctor in the future.'

b. Lisi zeshi renwei [CP [NP e] yinggai dang lushi]
   Lisi whereas think should be lawyer
   '(Lit.) Lisi, on the other hand, thinks that [e] should be a lawyer.'
      (OK strict, X sloppy)

Cheng (2013) goes on further to note that the null subject in (3b) of Chinese only allows for a non-quantificational reading, but not for a quantificational one: that is, the 3 teachers think that Lisi is very smart, and the same 3 teachers also think that Zhangsan is very stupid.

(3) a. You san-ge laoshi renwei Lisi hen congming

---

1 In the next section, we will argue that the nominals and their null realizations are analyzed not as DP but NP.